Product introduction ：
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According to the position shown, the breathing light: reminder function, wake up

press the touch key to turn off; in the stopwatch interface, press the touch key to

the screen touch area to switch between different function interfaces.

enter the stopwatch mode, press the touch key again, the stopwatch is running,

Select and replace different main pages in the APP dial

long press the touch key to exit the stopwatch mode; raise the hand bright screen

3.2 Charging

and message push interface, press the touch key Optional switch.

2. Close the application background or restart the phone or click the one-button

displays the alarm icon.

“Current Device” “Disconnected from Current Device”, click, it will appear

unbind it with the current account.

4.5 Reminder mode:

whether to disconnect Bluetooth, select “OK” to unbind ( Under the premise of

7. If the bracelet cannot be illuminated, connect the bracelet to the

4. Other functions

☆ Bright screen: When the mobile phone APK side sets the alarm time to arrive or

successful Bluetooth connection). Synchronize to the Bluetooth device in the

charger.

The following functions can be implemented only after successfully logging in to

receives the push message, the wristband end only displays the bright screen

system settings.

8. Press and hold the dial to enter the bracelet inf

reminder;

Precautions:

press and hold the bracelet again to shut down.

cleaning that comes with the phone, and enter Da Fit again. Within the valid range
of Bluetooth connection, Bluetooth will automatically reconnect.

1.3 Sleep
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1.6

notification

3.5.2 log in
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☆ The charger main unit can be charged normally.

3.5 Bluetooth connection

the apk and the Bluetooth connection is successful.

2.0 Music control

☆Vibration: When the mobile phone APK sets the alarm time to arrive or receives

1. Android4.4 or iOS 8.0 and above devices that support Bluetooth

The product instruction manual contains product functions, usage

Including call notification, SMS notification, message notification, WeChat message

the push message, only the vibration reminder appears on the wrist end;

4.0;

methods and operation procedures. Please read carefully to achieve the

Android: application treasure, pea pod and other application market search Da Fit

notification (Example: Turn on call notification in the setting, when the mobile

☆ Bright screen + vibration: When the mobile phone APK side sets the alarm time

2. When using for the first time, please connect the charger to

best results and prevent unnecessary damage. Please do not arbitrarily

to download

phone receives an incoming call, the wristband vibrates and the screen prompts,

to arrive or receives the push message, the wrist ring displays bright screen +

activate the bracelet;

change the accessories of the product and disassemble it yourself,

and is divided into walking, running, riding, mountain climbing, swimming, football,

IOS side: App Store search Da Fit to download

the interface will display the caller icon, click the touch button Stop reminding).

vibration reminder;

3, Bluetooth connection:

resulting in out of warranty. The box contains 1 smart wrist watch, 1

basketball, badminton mode, long press the touch key to exit; health interface,

1. Download by QR code:

4.2 Do not disturb mode

4.6 Gesture Intelligence:

A Please make sure that the Bluetooth of the mobile phone is turned

charger, and 1 product manual.

When the Do Not Disturb mode is turned on, all notification notifications that

Select the wearing method (left hand / right hand) and wear the bracelet on the

on and the wristba nd is turned on.

are turned on in the setting except the alarm clock will no longer have an automatic

selected hand (left hand / right hand);

B When searching for Bluetooth, please make sure that the bracelet is

bright screen vibration reminder on the wristband end.

☆ Raise the hand to brighten the screen: Turn on the hand to brighten the screen,

not bound by other accounts;

raise the hand so that the bracelet is tilted inward toward the front of the hand, and

When C searches for Bluetooth, the bracelet and the mobile phone

the wristband end displays a bright screen;

are as close as possible.

threshold (steps), click to enter the repeat setting to select the sedentary reminder

☆

4. If the hand ring does not receive the

date (week), when the sedentary time arrives, the bracelet end brightly vibrates and

90-degree flip makes the wristband tilt inward toward the front of the wrist, and the

that Dafit is running in the background, and the message notification

displays a reminder icon.

wristband displays a bright screen.

is on (the auxiliary function also needs to be turned on);

symbol on the screen is full when the battery is full.

Screen size: 1.3 inches

Health data

Screen pixels: 240*240
The hand ring is turned on to the exercise interface, enters the exercise mode,

Equipment requirements ：

Compati ble system: Android4.4 or above, iso 8.0 or above
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Function introduction ：
1.4

Heart rate measurement

1.7
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Blood pressure measurement

Standby time: 15 days for regular standby, 5

2.1 Other functions

1.1 Time interface

4.1 Notice

Bluetooth :4.0

3.3
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3.5.1Da Fit down load
1、Download through the application market:

☆ The battery level icon is displayed while the bracelet is charging. The battery

chip: NRF5 2832

go a long way Bracelet .

- 7 days for use

We Thank You for your purchase, As a token of appreciation.
press the touch key to enter the heart rate, blood pressure, blood Oxygen mode, in

We would like to send you a free gift *
heart rate mode, contact with the skin, flashing of the bracelet and heart rate

*No conditions apply!

3.5.3 Bluetooth connection
IOS8.0 or above

Android4.4 or higher

Bluetooth

detection, blood pressure mode, the bracelet light is long, blood pressure test, long

3、Handle brief operation
4.0
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APP—QR code：

1.8 Blood oxygen measurement

☆After the bracelet is turned on, Bluetooth is always searched. Go to the Da Fit
press the touch key to exit; connect with the APK Bluetooth successfully after the
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1.5 work out

3.1
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Touch function

page, click More Options, click Connect Device, click Search, select the name of the
bracelet The end step/sleep/heart rate data is automatically synchronized to the

Android: WeChat or other applications, and the link jumps to the download

4.3 Sedentary reminder
Set the start to end time period and sedentary time interval (minutes),

device you want to connect to, and click Connect to connect successfully.
mobile phone in real time.

interface to download;

1.2 Sports information

Turning the wrist screen: Turn on the wrist and brighten the screen. The

push message, please confirm

☆ After the Bluetooth connection is successful, the time of the bracelet is
IOS side: WeChat or other applications, and choose to jump to the download
synchronized with the time of the mobile phone. The APK clicks to find the bracelet,

3.4 More

Scan me!!

go a long way

interface to download via qq browser or local Safari browser link.
and the bracelet vibrates and displays the prompt icon.

In more interfaces, press the touch key to enter the option (restore factory

1.9 Photo control

go a long way

Android phone app name ：Da Fit

Apple mobile APP name ：
☆ Bluetooth auto reconnection:
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We are a young company and your feedback can help us

ormation page, and

Open Da Fit, as shown below：

settings, shutdown, QR code, stopwatch, raise the screen, message push): in the

Da Fit

factory reset interface, press the touch key to restore the factory settings; Interface,

Installation completion icon as shown

1. There is no reminder beyond the Bluetooth connection range. When the bracelet

2, Main function description
：

reaches the Bluetooth connection range, the APK will be automatically reconnected
when the Bluetooth is connected.

5. If the exercise, sleep, and heart rate data are not synced to the APK,

4.4 Alarm reminder
The APK side clicks the alarm reminder setting to add the alarm time. When
the alarm time arrives, the bracelet end vibrates and the screen prompts and

4.7 Unbinding the device:

try disconnecting the Bl uetooth and reconnecting.

Open Da Fit, in the “More” interface, click “Connect Device” will pop up

6. Before binding the bracelet to another account, you need to

